§1.
Introduction. An algebra A is called congruence compact if every filter base consisting of congruence classes of A has a non-empty intersection. An equivalent definition results if one uses chains of congruence classes in place of filter bases. This is proved in the same way as the corresponding result for topological compactness (see for example [15] , p. 163). It follows that congruence compactness can be regarded as a finiteness condition that generalizes the descending chain condition for congruences, because the latter implies the descending chain condition for congruence classes. It is also straightforward to show that homomorphic images of congruence compact algebras are again congruence compact. These observations will be used freely in the sequel.
If one deals only with the discrete topology, the notion of liner compactness for rings and modules, introduced in [19] , coincides with congruence compactness in those categories. A ring is called right congruence compact if it is congruence compact as a right module over itself. In [17] , congruence compact acts over a monoid are discussed. (If S is a monoid with identity element 1, a right S-act A s , the non-additive equivalent of a right 7?-module, is simply a non-empty set A equipped with a mapping (a, s) -* as from Ax S into A satisfying the conditions (as)t = a(st) and a\=a for every as A and s, teS. Left Sacts are defined similarly.) A monoid will be called right (left) congruence compact if it is congruence compact as a right (left) act over itself. If a commutative monoid S is considered as a left or right act over itself, then the act congruences and semigroup congruences on S coincide, so that, when considering congruence compactness in this case, it is immaterial whether one views 5 as a monoid or as an S-act.
The main result of this paper is a description of the right congruence compact monoids in which Green's relations _/ and Jf coincide. With some effort, the description could be extended to a slightly wider class, but the problem of describing right congruence compact monoids in general appears to be out of reach. Also, in view of the fact that every congruence-free (i.e., simple, in [MATHEMATIKA, 46 (1999) , [205] [206] [207] [208] [209] [210] [211] [212] [213] [214] [215] [216] [217] [218] [219] [220] [221] [222] [223] [224] universal algebra parlance) monoid is congruence compact, it seems unreasonable at this time to hope for a general description of all (two-sided) congruence compact monoids.
Throughout this paper, we adopt the notation that, if 0 is an equivalence relation on a set X and x is an element of X, then xO stands for the 0-class of x. The reader is referred to [9, 10] for definitions and standard results from the algebraic theory of semigroups that are not fully explained here. §2. Some necessary conditions. We first note that, for right congruence compactness or congruence compactness, it makes no difference whether one considers semigroups or monoids. (In the sequel, we will freely switch between the two.) PROPOSITION 
Let S be a semigroup without identity (resp. zero) element. Then S is right congruence compact if and only if S ] (resp. S°) is right congruence compact.
Proof. This is straightforward.
We now prese.it conditions that are necessary for a monoid to be right congruence compact. PROPOSITION 
Every right congruence compact monoid is periodic.
Proof. Let S be a right congruence compact monoid and let 5 In any monoid, the right congruence p(wt, t) generated by a pair of the form (wt, t) is easily seen to be contained in the right congruence p(w, 1), which consists of all elements (a, b) such that w m a = w"b for some non-negative integers m and n. (Note that the subsemigroups S e are both the archimedean components of S and the 77-classes of S, where 77 is the least semilattice congruence on S.) Example 5.1 will show that, in general, the subsemigroups S e of a congruence compact commutative semigroup S need not be congruence compact. Right congruence compactness is however inherited by subgroups, as will now be demonstrated. PROPOSITION 
Every subgroup of a right congruence compact monoid is right congruence compact.
Proof. Let G be a subgroup of a right congruence compact monoid S. Any right congruence class of G is of the form Hg, where geG and H is a subgroup of G. Any such right congruence class is actually equal to the class gp(HxH) of S, where P( H *H) denotes the smallest right congruence on S identifying all elements of H.
Thus any filter base of right congruence classes of G is a filter base of right congruence classes of S, and so has non-empty intersection.
It is known that the right (or left) congruence compact groups are precisely the artinian groups, i.e., the groups satisfying the descending chain condition on subgroups [13] . Thus right congruence compactness and left congruence compactness coincide for groups. If, for each ne N, we let H n be the alternating group on the set {«, « + l , . . .}, then, being simple, G = H\ is a congruence compact group. However, G is neither left nor right congruence compact, because is an infinite descending chain of subgroups of G. §3. Right congruence compact monoids in which J* = Jf\ In the next part of the paper, we restrict our attention to monoids in which all of Green's relations coincide. We first consider chain conditions for idempotent-generated one-and two-sided ideals of such a monoid >S. In case S is periodic (e.g., if S is left or right congruence compact), we will show that S satisfies the a.c.c. or d.c.c. for idempotent-generated principal left or right ideals if and only if it does so for idempotent-generated principal two-sided ideals. A preliminary lemma is needed. 
for all natural numbers n. If e=(au)" is idempotent, then aS=eS, as desired.
(A similar argument prevails for left or two-sided principal ideals.) (c) Suppose that S is a monoid in which / = A. Then S satisfies the ascending (resp. descending) chain condition for idempotent-generated right ideals if and only if S satisfies the corresponding chain condition for idempotent-generated two-sided ideals. We present a proof of (c).
Suppose first that is an ascending chain of idempotent-generated right ideals of S, and that S satisfies the ascending chain condition for idempotent-generated principal twosided ideals. Suppose that n is a natural number for which Se n S=Se n +\S. Then, because S is /"-trivial, e n = e n+l , and so e n S=e n +\S, as desired. Now assume that and that S satisfies the ascending chain condition for idempotent-generated principal right ideals. For any n, from Se n S^Se n+] S, we deduce that Se n+l SSe n S=Se n S.
From Lemma 3.1 (in its left-right symmetric form), together with /-triviality, we obtain e n+ \e n = e n , and so in fact we have a chain of idempotent-generated principal right ideals of S. If e m S=e m +\S, then also Se m S=Se m +\S, completing the proof of (c).
The equivalence of, say, the "ascending" parts of 1 and 3 of the proposition is now proved as follows. Note first that because f = 0t = 5£ = #t, it follows that / is a congruence. Using (a) and (b), we see that S satisfies the ascending chain condition for idempotent-generated principal right ideals if and only if the monoid S/& does. But 3% = /, and S/f is /-trivial, so this is true (using (c)) if and only if S/f satisfies the a.c.c. for idempotent-generated principal two-sided ideals, which occurs (using (a) and (b) again) if and only if S itself satisfies the a.c.c. for idempotent-generated principal two-sided ideals.
The remaining parts of the proof follow similarly.
Our next goal is to show that, in a right congruence compact monoid in which £ = 2tf, all chains of idempotent-generated principal left (or right) ideals are finite. This is equivalent to showing that such a right congruence compact monoid satisfies both the ascending and descending chain conditions for idempotent-generated principal left (or right) ideals. 
Further, C is a congruence class of S if and only if for all s, t, u,veS, s, t, vsueC => vtueC.
For xeS and Y^S with {Sy: ye Y) a chain, define Note that xs^x0t is equivalent to xsSczxS. If t also belongs to T xY , let y, y'e Y be such that ys=y and y't=y'. Let y" be such that
Then y"st = y"t = y". This shows that T xY , if non-empty, is a subsemigroup of S. To show that it is a right congruence class, it suffices, by Lemma 3.3, to show that
Given s, t, sueT xY , we see first that xtuS^xtScxS.
Supposing that y, y\ y" and y are elements of Y such that ys = y,y't = y',y"su=y" Now, using the second part of Lemma 3.3, suppose that s, t, vsueT xY . We seek to show that vtueT xY also. To show that xvtuS<^xS, we consider two cases. If xv = x, then xvtuS = xtuS £ xtS c xS,
the last relation following from ^-triviality. Finally, if y, y'e Y are such that yvsu=y and y't=y', then we also have yu=yv=ys = y, as noted above. Now, for any y"e Y with Sy" *-Sy n Sy', we easily see that y"vtu = y", as needed.
(c) Suppose thatY^E(S) n Sx, and that (x, y)$f for all ye Y. To show that yg 7 X K , suppose that xyS = xS for some j e Y. Then we would have x = xyz for some zeS, and also y = tx for some teS. Together these imply that (x, y)ef, a contradiction. The fact that each ye Y is idempotent finishes the proof. Because ytSayS for some yeY, it follows that ytuS^ytScyS.
Moreover, xtu = xu -xsu = x. This completes the proof of (a).
(b) To show that T Yx is a congruence class, under the assumption f = A, it suffices to show that
If yv = y, then yvtuS = ytuS^ytS<^yS, whereas if yv^y, thenyvtuS^yvScyS (because / = & = £). Also, from x = xvsu we see that xu = xs = xv-x, and so xvtu = xtu = xu-x as required. Thus T Y , X is a congruence class.
( Proof. Note that / is a congruence on S. The monoid S// is /-trivial and right congruence compact (and therefore congruence compact). We have shown in the preceding lemma that every descending chain of idempotentgenerated principal left ideals of S/f is finite. The correspondence principle stated in part (a) of the proof of Proposition 3.2 can now be used to conclude that every descending chain of idempotent-generated principal left ideals of 5 is finite. Proposition 3.2 itself then gives the result for right or two-sided ideals of S. Proof. Corollary 3.7 shows that every descending chain of idempotentgenerated left (or right) ideals of S is finite. A similar proof, in conjuction with Lemma 3.8, establishes the same thing for ascending chains, and so the result follows. Proof. Assuming that the condition fails, let X= {XJS: iel} be an infinite set of incomparable principal right ideals of 5 such that, for all zeS and all ;' , jel, we have x t zS = XiS if and only if XJZS = XJS. (Note that Lemma 3.10 was used here.) The assumption that f = #P implies that ^ is a congruence on S. For each seS, let s denote the congruence class sM, and let F={x,: iel}. Note that, if J is a non-empty subset of /, then Cj= {xj :jeJ} is a right congruence class of S/&t. For, using Lemma 3.3, suppose that x,, x k and x.jZ belong to Cj for some xeS. If XJZ = XI, then, from the ensuing relation XJZS = XIS, we obtain j=l, and so necessarily XjzS = XjS. By our assumption, x k zS = x k S, and so x k z = x k e Cj. We now see that {Cj: / is a cofinite subset of /} is a filter-base of congruence classes of S/ffl having empty intersection, a contradiction to the fact that the monoid S/3t is congruence compact. §4. The main theorem. In this section, we will show that the necessary conditions obtained heretofore for a monoid S with Jf = / to be right congruence compact are also sufficient. Some preliminary lemmas are required.
Let P and Q be principal ideals of a monoid S. Then either PQ = P or PQaP. Consider the corresponding ^-classes P\P and Q\Q, where P and Q denote the largest (possibly empty) ideals properly contained in P and Q, respectively, LEMMA 
PQ = P if and only if(P\P)(Q\Q)£P.
Proof. If PQ = P, and p, q e S are such that P = SpS, Q = SqS, then p = xpyqz for certain x, y, zeS. Because py$P and q$Q,'\l follows that pyq belongs to (P\P)(Q\Q) but not to P.
On the other hand, if PQ c P, we would have LEMMA 
Let P be a principal ideal of a monoid S. If a principal ideal Q is minimal among the principal ideals Q' such that PQ' = P, then Q is the smallest among them. Moreover, P\P<=(P\P)(Q\Q).

If J* is a congruence on S, then = (P\P)(Q\Q).
Proof. Let Q' be a principal ideal satisfying PQ' = P. If Q£Q', then QQ'^Q (otherwise Q=QQ'^Q')-Therefore we know that and so
If P = SpS for peS, then there exists aeQ such that pePSaS, and so PSaS= P with SaScQ. However, this contradicts the minimality of Q.
Any element/? of P\P (i.e., any generator of P) can be written as p=p\q t where/?, eP\P and q x eQ\Q (for PQ = P, and if q x eQ we would have PSq, S= P with Sq x S^Q^Q, contradicting the minimality of Q).
Finally, assume that f is a congruence on S. If P\P = J P and Q\Q = J q , then, from above, J p^Jp J g sJ pq .
But comparable congruence classes of the same congruence are equal, and so J p = J p J q , as required. LEMMA The next theorem is the main result of this paper. In connection with clause 2, recall that the right or left congruence compact groups are described exactly in [13] as the groups in which every descending chain of subgroups is finite. THEOREM We aim to show that U c is finite. From the definition of e c and Lemma 3.1, Uc is non-empty.
Let C be a right congruence class of a monoid S for which Green's relations / and Jf coincide. Suppose in addition that S is periodic and that all descending chains of idempotent-generated principal ideals are finite. Then there exists an idempotent element e c such that Se c S is the smallest element in the set {SpS:peS and
Let S be a monoid for which Green's relations
Suppose that x$ and x' $ (x, x'eC) are distinct elements of U c -Let us show that xS and x'S are incomparable. If xS^x'S were true, then, because C is a right congruence class, x = x's for some seS would imply that xs"'eC for some positive integer m such that e = s m is idempotent. Because SxeSSeS = SxeS, it would follow that SfS^SeS, and so SfSSeS=SfS, leading to/eJ"/ (using Lemma 3.1). Thus/=/e« for some ueS, and therefore is non-empty, and the proof is complete. COROLLARY 
A Clifford inverse semigroup S is right congruence compact if and only if E(S) has no infinite chains, and all of its maximal subgroups
are right congruence compact groups. COROLLARY 
S semilattice is congruence compact if and only if all its chains are finite.
In connection with the following result, the reader may wish to keep in mind that the congruence compact abelian groups can be described as those isomorphic to a direct sum of a finite number of groups, each isomorphic to some Z / or to some Z p * [16] . COROLLARY 
A commutative monoid S is congruence compact if and only if
1. S is periodic, 2. the maximal subgroups of S are congruence compact abelian groups, 3. E(S) is congruence compact (i.e., contains no infinite chains), and 4. for every infinite set X of incomparable principal ideals there exist zeS and P, QeX such that Pz = P and Qz # Q. §5. Examples. The following example shows that the maximal one-idempotent subsemigroups S e of a congruence compact commutative semigroup need not be congruence compact as semigroups. One way to show that S is a semigroup is to represent it by transformations, as follows. For each neN define elements a n and s n of $~(Z) as follows:
Let co denote the element of ^~(Z) having constant value 0. One can now check that
Because S o is an infinite null semigroup, it is not congruence compact. (The family of cofinite subsets of S o that do not contain 0 forms a filter-base of congruence classes having empty intersection.) However, S itself is congruence compact. To see this, observe that any congruence class that does not contain 0 must have at most 2 elements. (Alternatively, apply Corollary 4.7.)
The next example shows that, in Corollary 4.7, condition 4 is independent of conditions 1-3. 
However, because there is no infinite set of incomparable principal left ideals, there is no infinite set of incomparable principal two-sided ideals.
By a similar construction (employing a set U" such that (S^-fl}) • U" = {0}), it can be seen that a nil semigroup may have infinite sets of incomparable principal left ideals and of incomparable principal right ideals without having any infinite set of incomparable principal two-sided ideals. It can be deduced from this that a nil monoid may be congruence compact without being left or right congruence compact. (Recall that a group having this property was mentioned after Proposition 2.4.) Finally, for the semigroup U=H/Hr in the example above, U l is a congruence compact monoid in which infinite chains of principal ideals exist. Thus the term "idempotent-generated" may not be omitted from condition 3 of Theorem 4.4. §6. Further results. We now point out a connection between congruence compactness and equational compactness for semilattices. Recall that an algebra A is called equationally compact if every system of polynomial equations (with constants from A) has a solution in A provided that every finite subsystem has a solution in A. (A convenient reference on equational compactness is the survey article by G. H. Wenzel which forms Appendix 6 of [7] .) It was proved in [8] that a meet semilattice S is equationally compact if and only if it is meetcomplete, every subchain of S has a join, and
for every s e S and every subchain C of S. Since every well-ordered chain has these properties, we conclude from Corollary 4.6 that the congruence compact semilattices form a proper subclass of the equationally compact ones.
An alternative view may be given as follows. It is easy to see that any right congruence compact monoid S is 1-equationally compact as a left act over itself. This means that every system of equations {ajX = bj: iel} u {c k x = d^x: keK}, with a t , b>eS for iel and c k , d k eS for keK, has a solution in S provided that every finite subsystem has a solution in S. In fact, a slightly sharper result, involving systems of equations over a finite set of variables, can be shown to hold (Proposition 2.12 of [17] ). Within the class of semilattices, 1-equational compactness of 5 as a monoid is the same as 1-equational compactness as an S'-act. Therefore every congruence compact semilattice is 1-equationally compact. From [8] we see that 1-equationally compact semilattices are equationally compact, so that the congruence compact semilattices form a subclass of the equationally compact ones. Again, a complete, infinite chain is equationally compact but not congruence compact, so the subclass is proper.
In fact, we can do slightly better. The dual of Theorem 2.1 of [1] states that, if every subchain of a semilattice S is dually well ordered, then S is a compact topological semilattice. It follows that congruence compact semilattices are compact topological semilattices (which in turn form a proper subclass of the equationally compact semilattices: see §2 of [1] ). The closed unit interval in its usual order provides an example of a compact topological semilattice that is not congruence compact. Thus the classes of congruence compact semilattices, of compact semilattices, and of equationally compact semilattices form a proper chain.
Not quite so much is true for arbitrary right congruence compact monoids, as may be seen from abelian groups. Every congruence compact abelian group satisfies the descending chain condition on subgroups, hence is equationally compact (=algebraically compact), and the converse does not hold. (For information on algebraically compact abelian groups, consult [5] .) On the other hand, the compact congruence compact abelian groups are precisely the finite ones. Here, we use the fact that the Prufer groups Z p * are divisible, hence equationally compact, but do not admit a compact Hausdorff topology (see [12] ).
Proposition 2.11 of [17] shows that congruence compactness does not imply equational compactness. It remains to be seen, however, whether every right congruence compact semigroup is equationally compact, at least if f = Jf. We postpone the investigation of this question, even for nil semigroups and commutative regular semigroups.
Giving a characterization of the equationally compact distributive lattices is a notoriously difficult unsolved problem, whereas it has long been known that the equationally compact boolean algebras are exactly the complete ones. The congruence compact distributive lattices and boolean algebras turn out to be precisely the finite ones, as we now show.
If A is any algebra and a, be A, let 9(a, b) denote the smallest congruence relation on A containing the pair (a, b) . In the case of semilattices and distributive lattices we have the following, well-known, descriptions of 0(a, b) when a<b (cf. [6] , Theorem II.3.3). , modulo 9(a, b) . (The reader is reminded that the congruences on a boolean algebra are the same as its congruences qua distributive lattice. However, the congruences on a lattice may differ from its congruences when it is considered as a meet-or join-semilattice.) PROPOSITION It can be shown in a completely analogous manner that C has a smallest element, and so the proof is complete. Proof. Use the remarks preceding the proposition, together with the wellknown fact (see for example [3] , pp. 26-27) that distributive lattices containing only finite subchains are finite.
We remark that, for lattices in general, congruence compactness does not force all subchains to be finite: just recall that any lattice can be embedded into a simple, and therefore, congruence compact, lattice (cf. [6] , Theorems IV.4.4 and IV.4.2). Figure 1 on p. 150 of [6] depicts a simple, hence congruence compact, modular lattice that contains infinite subchains.
Although a general description of the right congruence compact monoids, even the idempotent ones, remains unknown, the remaining results of this paper illustrate that some progress is nonetheless possible beyond the restricted class of monoids considered so far. PROPOSITION na,p,. Now, because ^0= {fliP, n 5^ : /e/} is a chain of right congruence classes of the right congruence compact semigroup S Yl , it follows that f| ^o is nonempty, and so (1 ^ is also non-empty, as required.
A corresponding proposition concerning two-sided congruence compactness is obtained by replacing the condition xexS r by xeSxS y u S y xS.
Consider now a normal band S (a strong semilattice of rectangular bands) which is congruence compact. Corollary 4.6 assures us that the "structure semi-lattice" F (the greatest semilattice image of S*) has no infinite chains. Assume that S={J S y is the greatest semilattice decomposition of S. Then every congruence of S y can be extended to a congruence of S. It follows that each S y is congruence compact, and hence finite (because any union of 0t or J*f classes of a rectangular band is a congruence class). We therefore have the following result. It is obvious that we may replace normal bands in the previous corollary by bands having the congruence extension property (cfi [14] , [18] ).
